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The production of plays enables the students to
associate themselves with the total matrix of the play--its social,
political, economic, and cultural aspects; thus theater teaching
should be ideally suited to learning cultural concepts about a
specific country. This study tested a program of theater teaching
against a more conventional teaching program (lectures and the
discussion of plays, but no active participation) to see which would
best promote knowledge gain and change in affective behavior among
ninth graders. The experimental group produced and acted in plays
about India. Results showed that students preferred to participate in
the theater experience, but that there was no significant advantage
in knowledge gained. (RB)
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Abstract:

This study explored the relationship of two theatre teaching
treatments to student knowledge gain and change in affective
behavior on selected cultural, concepts of a specific country,
India, for high and low dogmatic students. The teaching
treatments were defined as open. (produced classroom plays)
and closed (did not produce classroom plays). S were drawn
from ninth grade intact English classes where teachers were
willing to cooperate. Three hypotheses were examined.
Students would prefer the open teaching treatment and show
greater gains in knowledge and changes in affective
behavior on India in the open than in the closed treatment
by dogmatism levels.
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One of the uni ue functions of the theatre is its ability

to tecth and to entertain simultanc.ously, Perhfsps no other

single vehicle of artistic expression off s such a wide range

of human learning exnericnces.

Aside from its ability to cnbe tain, theatre, as a teach-

ing tool in the s h ol cla sroom may actively involve the

students in role-playing activitjes. The various activities

of producing a play and acting in it offer the p tential f

stimulating all of a student's sensory channels including

the kin -thetics of bodily I! v ments. The activation of this

sensory discrimination makes it possible to employ a larger

number of message channels (sense organs) over which information

of a varied discriminatory nature can be communicated to a

student than in a learning situation in which the prl ary

me sage channels employed are sight and sound. Finally, the

dramatization of a play by the students in the school classroom

stimulates the students to become immersed in the natural

proces of imitative behavior, concomitant wIth intellectual

enlightenment. They associate themselves with the t tal

mat ix of the play -- its social political, economic, and

cultural aspects. Consequently, theatre activities may be
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a unlade classroom t --chi tool Lor learning cultural concepts

of 2 specific country.

Rationale

In the area of active particioati and role-playlng,

experin'ents in persuasion have generally supported the

propositi n that the MOVe actively an in ivid al is involved

with the rie he is playing and its supportive a suments

the more likely he Is to ke on the behavioral attitudes

associated with the role he is playil (15).

FroM the standp:,int of learning theory, evidence has

sho'n that the more sense organs of the individual which ar

activa'..18 in the learning process the greater the sensitizatIon

of the individual to the sources f information available

him within his immediate environment (12).

Subsequent studies conducted by Hovland et al (9) doring

World War II support this learning concept in a comr.unication

context. They found that the more sense organs or the indi-

vidual activated, i.e. the more me sage chann ls used by the

individual, the more information he can receive from his

surrounding environment. ExtenaJ_ng this concept, Berlo (4)

maintains that the number ol message channels (sense organs)

used and how vividly they are activated is crucial to the

amount of information an individual perceives in the learning

pro ess.

The

effe.ct learning because the vividness of dramatized human

experiences heightens the intensity of the messages by involving

the students in the total context of plauakIng through parti-

cipatory activities i role-playing, building pr ps etc,

of drmatizations in the classroom is a good means



Dale (7) points o t that drama has a way of taking its parti-

cipants into the very essence of their total environment by

merely capitalizing on their naturol impulse to Imitate human

behavior through playillaking The potential for this effect,

also, exists In playse ing.

The difference between playmaking and playseeing is the

difference between .e actual and the vicarious experience.

Dale (7) maintains that an observer of a play may retain a

great deal '31 information from a vividly draLaatized experience

in which he is absorbed. He may vicariou-ly involv- himself

with the subject matter of the play and in doing so, he may

lea from this process.

Furthermor Dale (7 ) poi ts out that oven though vicar-

ious involvement in playseeing may be an effective means to

student 3earning, -ctive eq,udent participation in playmaking

ctivities are even more affective in producing student learning.

The student becomes involved intimately with the "insights" of

chara ter portraya3 and the supportive aspects .e. building

sets, making costumes, etc. of creating the environmental

context in which the play's characters function. His recon-

struction of the playmaking experience teaches him as he

reconstructs it. He may acquire information by actually

experiencing the dramatized subje ' natter.

Also Dr. James E. Miller, Jr. (13), President of the

Nati nal C uncil of Teachers of English, reiterates Aristotle's

claim that the impulse to act out, to dramatize things exists

in people including children, from the beginning and it is

frequently suppr so-d because it disturbs the classroom or

is outside the curriculum. Teachers should capitalize on



this impulse because literature offers a rich heritage of

'human speiai and cultural values which can aptly be studied

throuv:h the children's natural desire to learn by playinaking.

The evidence seems to suppo_t the cont ntion that theatre

m-y be viewed as a vehicle which reflects hum n social condi-

tions and cultural valu that it, also, may be viewed as a

teaching medium which imparts this social and cultural infor-

mation to the individual.

This study will further explore the use of theatre as an

instructional medium in the hool classroom. Specifically it

will evaluate two ways using the'atre in the classroom in

terms of stLents' learning regarding one country, India.

Teachinc- Treatments

At this point an overview of the two teaching treatments

is necessary so we can better understand their conceptualizations.

They will be identified as open and closed. It must be pointed

out that they are not discrete categories but points (ends) on

a continuum identified by X dimensions, Operationally, for our

purposes at this point, we can s y that students in the open

teaching treatment will produce Indian plays in the classroom,

while students in the closed teaching treatment will not

produce Pldian plays in the classroom.

A w y to clarify the distinctions of the teaching treat-

ments is to discuss their inherent. dimensions, These dimensi ns

to be discuss d a : number of sensory chan els employed

wad the degree

feedback and

action'and the

to which they are employed, (2) p

e direction of the informati-n fl

dearee of teacher control of the cla-

rception of

3) inter-

room

learning process, and (4) involvement and the energy exp nded



in varied manipulative acteLvities in the learning process.

(1) Number_of nserv Chann ls Employed_ and_ the Degree

whIch They Are Emnloved. A ke factor of the open eechi4 4.

treatment is that it offers a greater potential than the

closed treatment for imulating all sensory chann ls. The

nature of the various manipulative activities needed for a

Play overall dramatic effect, i.e0 acting a role, making

costumes, applying make-up etc0 will allow more opportunities

to stimulate to a higher degree all of the students' sense

organs (sights sound, touch, taste, smell, and sensory tonic).

A distinguishirm: feature of the closed teaching treatment

is that there ar- no manipulative activities of a dram_tic

n'ture to stimulate all of the etude ts' sense organs. The

primary sense organs to be stimulated are sight and sound

because,the nature of this teaching treatment is le t re and

reading centered, including the viewing of films. Consequently,

there are fewer opportunities to stimulate to a higher degree

all of the students' sense organs.

(2) Percepti n Feedback and the Direction of the

Info ation Flow. A central feature of the open teaching

treatment appears to be a higher proportion of the two-way

flow of information between and among the teacher and the

tudents. Zoth may be vlewed as sources of information and

receiVers of information. The m ssages flow from (1) the

teacher (soUr e) to the atudents (receivers) (2) the

students (sources) to the teache iver) and from..(3)

lasically., the

teacher seems to have the option to act as a coordinating

studentjsource) to stud t (rec

agent delegating Ing the infor-ati n exchange function



with the students.

In contrast to this, a central feature of the closed

teaching treatment appears to be a higher pr portion of the

one-way flow of information from the teacher _urce) to the

students (receivers). Messages may mostly originate with the

teacher, rather than with the studens. Eere tjae t acher m,y

not act as a coordinatd- e t delez) -ting or sharing the

information exchange function with the students b -ause the

teacher seems to have the option to exercise the primary

control ov-r this information range functi
-*

(3) Interaction an' the Degree of Teacher Control of the

Classroom Learninp: Process. :In both of the te ching treatments

the role teacher-control 1
s important. How the teacher

functions in each one is unique to th-t specific teaching

treatment.

Specifically in the open teaching treatment, we attempted

extablish a mode of low teacher-centered contro). Here the

t acber was encouraged to servo as a co-wril -coordinator

sharing or delegating the control-involvem nt with the students,

rather than restric ing their activities. Both may stimulate

each other for ideas and information from varied sources on

Indian cultural con epts found in the selected Inr5an plays.

In a sense the teacher and the students may be viewed

co-explorers of many ways to involve themselves in manipula-

tive and decision MD ng activities to find pertinent infor-

mation and communicating it in an atmosphere of free exchange

of ideas unencumbered by imposed restrictions on spontaneous

expression anintcrplay among the particip nt
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FocusinR more closely on the control function, J appears

that it flows spontaneously out of the materials (Indian plays)

una _ investigation and the related sole theatre activities

needed to produce them rather than what the teach . says.

Here the teacher does not control the flaw of new Indian

cultural concepts letting them evolve out of the piay

materials, qu -tions by the tea her and the students, and the

activitIes needed to understand and interpret the meaninP;s

in the Indian plays being readied for production. New concept

are introduced as the n ed for information to interpret the

plays arises.

Interaction between theteacher and the students is

crucial so everyone is able to understand more filly their

duties and responsibilities meanings in the Indian plays

and how best to produce them for their maximum effect on the

learning process for all the parLicipants involved.

In the caosed teaching treatment, however, the mode is

high tea-her-centered control. The tea her js not expe t

act as a co-worker-coordinator sharing or delegating the

control-involvement with the students. Here the control-

involvement activities reside specifically with the teacher.

The exchange of ideas and inf rmation may not spontaneously

evolve out of the play materials, activities, and the interpl

between the teacher and the students. In this teaching treat-

ment the teacher has the option to determine what may be

taugnt, -Then it may be taught and how it may be tauaht gard-

ina the cultural concepts found in the Indian plays. Even

though we may not be so concerned in this teaching treatment
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with group interplay and activity which inv Ives most of the

students, message content generally is selected by the

teacher (source) s-o that it is pertinent to the Indian

cultural concepts under investigatien as well as being presented

to the students in an interesting way, i.e. the use of

thought-provoking statements raising points on whether the

Indian way of li e is better suited to individual happiness

than the American way of life, etc. , so they will be stim-

ulated to want to learn about India.

Basically, in the closed treatment, we can say that the

control function is oriented more toward wh t the teacher

says about the Indian cultural concepts feund in the Indian

plays. The number of new conce-ets which are to be studied,

when they are to be studied, and bhe way they are to be

studied rests with the teacher, rather than the students.

Interaction is necessary here. However, the need for it

may not be as urgent as in the open teaching treatment

because the participants may not be as directly i volved in

a context of new concepts ev lving spontaneously out of the

play materials, questions by the teacher and the students,

and the activities needed to understand and .riterpret the

meanings in the Indian plays being readied for production.

Nevertheless, interaction is needed so the teacher knows when

new concepts are understo d by the students, as a check on

the teacherla message to see if they understand the content

of the messages, and as améans for the teacher to know when

to introduce more new cultural concepts on Indian life.

(4) Involvement and Enegz_Expended nVariedmanpu1at 4

ActivitTes. Bruner (5) claims in his theory Of instruction
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that teaching is "discovery" in materials and lessons of what

1..ight occur, riot what did occur in which the teacher and the

tudents are equally involved in the learning experience

sharing; subject matter, evaluation, and decision formation,

A k y word in this stat -ment iS inv lvement between the

teacher and the st-dents in the learning process. How In-

volvement is used in the two teaching-treatments is of

interest to Us.

In the open teaching treatment -mphasis is on high student

involvement through active group participation, group dis-

cussions, and group and individual manipulative activities as

they relate to the acting out of Indian plays as the central

focus of the classroom learning process. Vital to all the

participants is the ability to work together as a team to

complete a proje t the plays), and the ability to delegate and

accept group and individual responsibilities.in a matrix of

varied points. of view on -how to :produce -the plays and to por-

tray .maximUm information on Indian cultural concepts.

Conyers ly, in the_losed teaching treatment emphasis

is on loy student involveMent through passive participation

by each student separately,_rather than active group partici-7-

pation. No Indian plays will be produced in the classroom. No

manipulative play production activities will be undertaken by

the students. Activities will be limit d to class discussions

on the Indian plays. Lectures by the teacher will be of prime

importance and student involvement in doinq individual assign-

ments i.e reading the Indian plays, preparing oral reports

on them, et rather than acting out hurrin experiences thr ugh.

playmaking. It is possible that students may bec Ile in olv d
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in imaginary rol -taking as they read the plays. This is an

element over which teachers will have no control.

All learning processes involve energy expenditure of

varying degrees by the Leacher and the students involved. -

distinguishing feature of this dimensf,on in the two tesehing

treatments appears to be the varying degrees of energy

expenditure needed by the participants to function in each

them.

In the open teaching treaJment the tone is expe ted t

one of higher energy xpenditure. The process of producing

plays in the classroom involves many manipulative activitie

i.e. portraying characters, building props, etc. The very

nature of these activities requires that a large degree of

energy bo expended by the participants in order to complete the

tasks of readying the Indian plays for production. This ex, n-

diture of energy and the various delegated responsibilities

in a more hi hly unstructur d environment pubs pressure on

each participant to e tablish his own mode of operation in

conjun tion with the overall group responsibilities. This

uncertainty produces te sion in the participant leading him to

direct his efforts to reduce the tension. This is expected to

lead to higher energy expenditure in the open than in the closed

tea hing treatment.

To reduce this uncertainty, the selecting., proce sing, and

int grating of the needed information to complete his tasks

should be dependent on hi- asking many pertinent questions.

This will place emphasis on feedback and interaction betwe n

the teacher, the groups and each individual within the groups.

This Interaction t nds to keep the energy expenditure high

12



until all the activities to -adyn the Indian plays for

Pr duction are =lipleted.

Looking at the closed hing treatment the tone seems

to be one of lower energy expenditure The more structured

environment of listening to lectures by the teacher on the

Indian plays, reading-them, and discussing them in the

classroom involves less activity from the students than when

they are in a more unstructured environment of producing plays

in the classroom because of the various manipulative activities

needed to stage plays.

How actively or passively an individual participates in

an endeavor can have an effect on his susceptibility to be

influenced by the n? ure of the endeavor undertaken. Plays

as dramatized human experienCes offer some interesti-

possibilities for the stud nts and teacher to become -actively

involved in the learning process.

.Role-playing, is vit I here. Research .findings generally

maintain that the more active a pe son is in the role-playing-

situation the more-likely he is to become like the role .he

is plaYing '(15). In -general, this-change is attributed to,a

certain degree to the amount of "effotta expended by. active

.partleipation.in the .rolp,playing.-situation becauSe beComing

like'the role he is playing:-.heightens his feelings or incon-

sistency-between his real self and the imaginary self he is

playing. In order ti r duce this.inconsistency, he expends

energy- in just fying to _himself- mby.:the role .he is 'playing

is believable*

Cognitive dissonance -theory may be a way of looking at

this change0 This:theory-maintains that -a person -will
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achieve cons nance by his altering his private beliefs about

the activity he is engaged in. If, in his own mind

increased the attractiveness of the activity, th n he would

have justified his having expended so much energy (8).

Learning theory is also used to interpret the relation-

ship of role-playing to change in attitude. According to

this approach, active participation is.more effective than

passive participation because of the increased likelihood of

the subject's attenti n to and c mprehension of the stimuli.

A passive participant may not fully attend to.the arguments

presented. His mind might wander, and he might miss the

premise of the arrument- etc. An active participant, espe-

cially one who was fore d to improvise his own arguments

would at least listen to himself. And by improvising his own

arguments, he should have abetter understanding of them (12).

Dale (7) lists several factors which are unique to plays

as dramatized OXpUrieLIOe and which emphasize the high lev.l of

psycholo ical involvem nt of those participating:

1) All dramatization is essentially a process
of communication, in which both partici-
pant and spectator are engaged. Whether
you act or observe, the dramatization is
a spbstitute for the real experience.

(4)

The subject matter of a dramatization is
stirring and attention-compellina; as such,
it is not easily forgotten.

Each participant in- a: playmaking experien e
learns to understand intimately the character
he portrays. If he is to project his role,
he must get inside the character; he must
perform the haracter's meanings, or he fails
utterly.

'Dramatizations teach students -- not merely'
the performers but everyone also involved --
to work cooperatively toward a common goal.

14



(5) A group undertaking playlilaking will get
enriching and unsuspected insirrhts into
the playwrig' is thought -- provided, of
course, that the teacher guards against
the parroting of passages that are not
really comprehended.

These findings sozgest that th,-, play acting involvement

would lead to increased behavior change thr ugh student

role-playing and student involvement with dramatiz d human

experience.

Doginatism

Although th- disc ssion thus far sugEests that the open

teaching treatment is superior, there may be some students for

whom the closed teaching treatment will induce more change in

behavior and be preferred by them.

One kind individual difference which'may be related to

response to different teaching styles is the level of dogmatism

ol the learn r

A dogmatic person or a "dogmatic thi king" person, according

to Rokeach, has a relatively closed cognitive organization of

belicfs-disbeliefs about reality. He has a sistance to

change" his systems of beliefs. He experiences more difficu1ty

in accepting change or a new system of beliefs 14).

If dogmatism is operating in this study, high dogmatic

students may have a tendency to prefer a learning environment

of less pers nal involvement and interaction than low dogmatic

students. One explanation is that these students have a

higher resistance to changing their belief-disbelief systems

than low dogmatic students do.

Thus far w-1 have dis ussed the distinguishing features

.of the two teaching treatments

findings for these features. A

open-closed) and the supporti

attempte&to show



that some students (high-1 :f dowm tees ) may prefer one teaching

trea nent over the other. Furthermore, we have tried to show

that dogmatism may be reisted to students' nresistance"

changing their belief-disbelief systems.

Now we must consider another facet of this study; that is,

information inputs and activities may be manipulated in

specific teaching treatments (open-closed) which may have an

effect upen the students' knowledge gain, and change in

behavior regarding Ind3a.

Knowledgp Gain. 'When a student encounters at the beginning

and throughout a steecified period of time in a course of study

a way of thinking and system of beliefs that is new to him (the

teaching treatment and the subject matter emphasis would cons-

titute the new way of thinking and the new system of beliefs)

he has to react to this new situation in some way. He must find

some way to apply the new way of thinking and the new system of

beliefs to his present belief-disbelief system.

It can be said that knowledge gain has occ r-ed if at the

end of the ceurse of study by the use of a pret -post-test

questionaire the student shows a positive incr ase in corr et

answers consistent with the way of thinking and the system of

beliefs that cemprise the subjeet matter of the course.

Change in Affective Behavior. Opinion, attitude, belief

do not have fixed meanings but n gereral, they refer to a

person s preference for one or another side of an issue in the

public d main: a political pa -by. ligious idea, a moral

position, an aesthetic taste, a cul ural value, or a certain

practice or habit; su h as, buying a particular kind of ice



cream, According to Berelson and Steiner, they are a set of

personal covert judgments Opinions are said to be short-run

judgments; attitudes are more enduring judgments; beliefs are

basic values of life judgment (3).

This is ore way to view these aspects of human behavior.

Other scholars view them differently. Consequently, it is very

difiicult to reach a point of comdlon agreement among scholars

on just what constitutes human opinions, attitudes, and beliefs,

Be this as it may, we do know that an individual does

respond in a certain way when he is confronted by some kind of

stjmulus. He acts or reacts to it. In other word

change in his existing covert behavior because the stimulus

has affec'ed him Gov rtly in some way. We can call t, is a change

in affective behavior, which removes us from tho necess_ ,7 of

becoming involved with the definitive "hair splitting" or

de iding what constitutes the differential nature of an oinion,

attitude, or belief.

In any human learning process, a student will be confr-1-

by different kinds of stimuli which can be in the form of a

new way :Of thinking and-a new system of beliefs -(the-teaching

treatment- and the subject matter emphasis wbuld constitute these

different-kinds-of Helaas to react-i ternally t

these:stimult.it'some-way,.- He-must-find sellWv Y- apply the

ne-w way'-Of thinking.and,the hew -system, of belie s into -his

existing habits of covert behavior. A change in his behavior

should be affected by the way he adjusts to these alew stimuli.

It can be said that a change in affective behavior has

occurred if t the end of a course of study by the use of a

pretost-posttest questionnaire the student shows a shift,



itively or negatively, in his p eviou ly existing habits

vert behavior toward the way of thinkincr and the system of

beliefs that camprise the subject matter of the course in such

a way as to accept or reject appreciably the phenomena studied

in the course.

Student Preference for Teaching Treatments. We, also,

would like to know if hih dogmatic students prefer the open

or the closed teaching treatment and which the low dogmatic

students prefer. If they prefer one aver the other, is there a

relatio 1 effect on their amount of knowledge gain and the

degree of their change in affective behavior regarding India

because of this preference.

11.122Illeses

As previously stated, the purpose of this study is to

evaluate two teaching treatmen (open-closed) using theatre

with two types of students (high and 1 1 dogmatics) in terms of

learning regarding one country, India. We would like to know the

eff ct of each teaching treatm nt on each type of student in

terms of their knowledge gain, and their degree of change in

affective behavior on the phenomena to be studi d India,

Based on the arguments and the research findinos presented

thus far, the following hypothes s express the expect d rela-

tionships between'teaching treatments, dogmatl ra, knowledge gain,

cht,nge in affective behavior, and preferred learning environment.

(11) Students will prefer the teaching style which
offers a wider range of sensory stimulation,
more teedback,-and more involvement, i.e. the
poen rather than the closed teaching treatment.
If there Ls a difference between high and low
dogmatic individuals in their preference:

laig:h dogmatic students will prefer with
greater frequency a closed teaching
treatment,
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(b ) and the low dogmatic students will prefer with
greater frequency an open teaching treatment.

(H2) Students will show a greater knowledge gain in
the teaching style which offers a wider range of
sensory stimulatIon, more feedback, and more in-
volvement, i.e. the open rather than the closed
teaching treatment. If there is a difference
between high and low dogmatic dndividuals in
their knowledge gain:

.) h3 h dogmatic students will, how with
grea er frequency an increase in knowledge
gain in the closed teaching treatment,

(b) and the low dogmatic students will show with
greater frequency and increase in knowledge
gain in the open taching treatment.

(H3) Students will shot:: a greater change in affective
behavior in the teaching style which offers a
wider range of snésory stimulation, more feedback,
and more involvement, i.e.. the open rather than
the closed teaching treatment. ff-there is a
difference between high and low dogmatic individuals
in t'neir change in affective behavior:

(a) high dogmatic students will show with greater
frequency an increase in change in affective
behavior in the closed teaching treatment,

and the low dogmatic students- will show
with _greater frequency an- increaee in
change in affective.-behavior in the open
teaching treatment.

Me th od.

.
To test the hyp-theses stated, a 2 by 2 by 3 analysis

variance design was used in this study. Teaching trea-LInent

(open versus..closed) and 'dogmatism-level of the students- (high

reu- loW) were the 'Aain.ind:_pendant',variables -being studied in-

terms of their effect on -change in knowledge apd affective:behav-

ior.abouta cultureof a country. jndia. The..possible..variation

in- outcome dueto.the-hree different_teachers:was Controlled

by _treating teachers as a third independent variable third-

-dependent variable was students' liking of teaching styles-.

19



Design Control

One ef the centrol aspects of this study is contamination

information flow from the open teaching treatment to the

cl sed teaching treatment and vice versa, Ideally, the S s

should not mingle until after the study data are collected.

This wa not eossible here bec use the study lasted far five

(5) weeks using twelve (12) class sections including a control

section in East Lensing High School, and -ne (1) control section

in Oke=s Hi h School. The subjects will mingle not only with

their classmates both with the community- t-large. This free

inter in ling of the Ss is a common aspect found in any field study.

However, specific questions were utilized to check on how much

contamination might occur and the source or seurces from which

it might originate

Als three (3) different teachers were used in this study.

The way each one approaches each teaching treatment and brings

his or her personality and teaching techniques to then may have

an influence on all the variables to be tested, another contam-

inating influence. To take this into account, the three (3)

teachers were handled as a third indeeendent v riable.

Focusing specifically on the two teaching treatments, the

following control techniques were employed:

(1) The length of study for all the expe 'mental cla

sections was five (5) weeks; f ur (4) days per week.

(2 ) The amount of time per day for all the experimental

class sections was seventy (70) minutes per class

seCtion per day.

Each c,.f the three (3) ;expermenbal teachers taught

both the open and the c osed t aching treatments.
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()) All the experimentel nstructiona1 materials used

in each te ching treatment were eiven eela,ively

equal time attention.

(5) Each experimental teaching treatment was held at a

specific hour each day for that specific teaching

treatment:

closed teaching
treatment

A hour each day. D hour each day.

B hour each day. E hour each day.

The closed teaching treatment was held in the f renoon

to reduce the sensery channel contaminatien (smell

of food, incens etc.) from the open teaching

treatment because only one classroom per teacher

was used for all the students.

The fatigue factor should be allowed to

operate equally between the two teaching treat-

ments but this 1..as not possible if sensory contam-

nation were to be ninimized. Thus, a random order-

ing of the teaching treatments was not possible

(6) Each experimental teaching treatment was held Xn the

same school and the same classroom by the same

teacher each day.

(7) All three (3) teachers in the experimental teaching

treatments were given identical instructions by the

eper teachim
treatment

experimenter on the proper mode of operation of the

open and the closed teachi g treatments and the

proDer application -f the teaching mate 'als to

each :b aching trea ment.-
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(8) The tliree classrooros used for the experimental

teaching treatments were identical in physical

environmental conditions.

(9) All three teachers had no prior specialized

training or experience in theatre teaching

techniques, They were experienced classroom teach-

ers with relatively equal teaching abilities and

length of overall te ching time in the cla s om.

(10) Each e zip rimentel teaching treatment used the same

plays of India as the basis for the cultural

concepts under investiv tIon

(11) Each experimene 1 teaching treatment used

A. L. Basham's beek, The Wonder That Was India (2)

as the standard reference for interpretation of

the cultural concepts of India found in the plays

f In ia.

While oth r variables c nnected with the teaching

atments may have been present, it is assumed that

t ese effects were randomly distributed across the two

teaching treatments,

Jut1fieatin of_aills_11.elEp of India te the Stud x

While we might use a variety of content to test the main

p oposition s t forth in this study, three (3) fact_es led to

t e selection ef Indian plays:

(1) Content is relevant to significant international

relations.

Content

(3) Centent is

that to w ich U.S. students have been

xposed.

fficient complexity o permit
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testing the behavior change expec

In refgrence to the first factor, the U.S. has committed

itself to incre sing involvement with foreign countries around

the world through financial assistance and educational programs.

The fact that India is the world's largest democracy with

second largest population in the world makes our commitment

there greater and more significant in international relations.

According to Arnold, this has been a prime motivational factor

in U.S. assistance to India:

The threat by a less developed country that it
would turn to the communists or even 'go Communist'
waS enough to bring the U.S. hurrying with lpromises
of aid (or greatly increased aid ) and other
inducements (1).

India by the very nature of its neutralism and its stra-

tegic proximity to Red China's borders has held a position

f favoritism with Rassia, also. Arnold furqther states:

India, on the other hana has always occupied a po-
sition of first-class importance in Soviet aid
policy since it is the biggest and (most would
agree) the leading exponent of the policy of neu-
tralism, and therefore needs.to be courted. It
has occupied a similar position in Western aid
plans (1

Some of this U.S. foreign aid money helps to finance the

educational costs of the foreign students who are studying

in our colleges and universities. In this regard, India ranks

second to Canada in number of students studying in the U.S.A. (10).

These foreign students bring to the U.S. varied cultural values

of their respective countries, and many U.S. adolescents come

in contact.with them. If they are to bett r understand the

cultural values of these people from other cultures, they

need to begin 'to study them in the U.S. public and private

elementary and secondary schools. 23
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As for the seco d factor for the selection of Indian

plays, it seems plausible to assume that U.S. school children

have a minimal exposure to foreign cultural patterns of life

because in the past we have not been duly aware of our world

neighbors cultural habits, or even befzun to study them to

any signjficant degree in the U S. classroom.

Where do we start to develop better understanding of oul

foreign neicchbors. It seems plausible to be in with our own

school children. They will be our future citizens, ana what

they learn about f reign peopaes' cultural beliefs will shape

their understanding of them and help them hopefully to build

a better wo ld on the basis of facts, not fantasies.

Plays of India with their wealth of Indian cultural

concepts would lend themselves quite readily to the study of

cultural concepts in the U.S. classroom as we investigate a

teaching process which involves play production.

Basham (2) points out that the content of Indian plays

of er x number of concepts of significant complexity related

to the values, attitudes, and behaviors of the people of India.

The plays selected for this study contain en ugh of these

cultural concepts so as to permit testing the behavior change

expected in the U S. students who study them. By the technique

of pretest-posttest questionnalrea. containing the same specific

questions in each one on the same cultural concepts, it should

be possible to ascertain the relative amount of students'

bshavioral change between the two teaching treatments, and for

each of the treatments

bentral ty__ of the_tla_a_s_21LInditheStud

Specifically, teaching content of this study is center
24
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on three plays or India These plays are: (1) The Priest

and the. Prostitute (Sans-rat drama

village drama), and S

Bawa No Vesh (folk or

-how ontemporary drama). They

were chosen because they present an overa71 sampling of some

of the impo tant social and cultural aspects of Indian life

from the ancient Aryan civilization to present day life in

modern-India, in the city, and in the village. Their content

offers for ninth grade high school students an under tandable

point of reference from which they can assimilate relevant social

and cultural values of Indian life in a context of change con-

trastitig the traditional way of life again t the effects of

modernization on present day India.

Ideally, one learns the culture of a country by living it.

This is impossible for most persons from another country. The

alternative which seems to offer the most feasible substitute is

to experience the culture through dramatized aspects of the

culture. This study is an attempt to measure the relative impact

oi two types of student involvement with Indian theatre.

Research Scitting

An opportunity to test our hypotheses arose during

January and February of 1970 at East Lansing High Schoeh.,

East Lansing, Michigan. All ninth g ade English classes, in-

eluding one fr control-purposes, were utilized. Four teach

ers took.pa t in the study at East Lansing High School; Mrs.

Green.'Mrs. Smucker, and Mr. 4hite taught the experimental

sections, and_Mrs Hinton had-the contrel section.. As an

additional check on Contaminating influences, a control class

at Ok mos High S-haol Ok niDs, Michigan was als

Fenkel was the control teache'r there.

used, Mrs.



0 erati nal Defi riltlons of the Concept:-

The dat a for thic study were gatheree by the means of a

set of questions on knowledce a d affective behav3o admin-

istered immediately before and after the students studied the

unit on India. Measurement of the phenomena conceptualiz d was

done by means of the following operationalizations.

Te'achiptmfnts. A daily schedule of the classroom

procedures was followed by each teacher in each experimental

class section of each teachinq treatment. The differential

nature of the activities undertaken by the students in their

re pective teaching treatments (open-closed) was our oper-

ational definiti n of the twe teaching treatments. Operation-

ally, we can say that tudents in the o en teaching treatment

produced Indian plays in the classroom; while students in the

closed teaching treatment did not produce Indian plays in the

classroom.

Dogmatism. Dogmatism was measured by means of the Short

Form (Trodahl and Powell (16)) of the Ro e ch Dogmatism Scale.

A median split of the scores was used to designate Ss as open

or closed minded. A Chi-square test reveal d no significant

difference overall in dogmatism levels between the experimental

and control groups.

Knowledgp!lala. Knowledge measures obtained from

specific questions on Indian culture Seo ing was done by

summing across all the students' number of right answers on

their before-after questionnaires. Change between the b fore-

after right answer scores in the dir ction of more corre t

answers, can say a knowledge g in had occurred.

21Lef_in Affe tive Behavi r. Affective behavior measures

26



obtained from social distance questions. Scoring on "yes"-

questions was done by summing acro s all th- students' num-

ber ef "yes" responses on their before-after questionn ires.

Change between these

measure of change

the social distane

est

in

before-after yes" resp=ses provided one

aff tive behavior,

values ranged froa 0

On the scale questions,

le; st) to 6 (high-

Also Osgood's seven-p int semantIc differential scale

was used, Scores on the semantic differential items were

obtain ' by adding the individual scale scores for each

cencept. A shift or chance in scores in the direction of

the hi hest value (7) on the semantic differential scale we

can say a predicted change in affective behavior had occurred,

S- dent Preierence for Teaching Treatments. A student

preference Measure .for the open er the closed teaching

treatment was obtained from item questiOns. Scoring was done

by summing aCross all the students' respenses to the four ( )

items which ranged from "I liked it very much" to "I did not

like it" on their after-only questionnaire. The r sponse item

which re e v d the highest percentage of positive overall

student responses for a particular tesohing treatment (open- lased)

we can say a preference for that particular teaching treatment

had occurred.

Manipulation Checks

Two manipulation checks Iere employed so we can know if

the information inputs and the activities manipulated in each

of the teaching treatm nts (open-closed) had a differential

effect on the students involved.

Awareness o- Sensory _DILLIER1. A sensory channel
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measure was obtained from an item questions

by su

Scoring was done

g across all the students' responses to the number of

their sensory channels a tivated. By comparing frequency

counts of the re.,ponses in each teaching treatment (open-closed),

we can ascertain which teaching ureatment had a greater awareness

of sensory channe3s for the students involved.

tion of Feedback and Interaction. Perception of

feedback and interaction measures were obtaIned from scale

quest:Lons. A four (4) point preference scale was used. It

ranged from I (very of ) to L. (never). Scoring was done by

summing acr ss all the tudents7 responses as to the degree of

their perception of fe dback ,and interaction. By a frequency

count of their resp.mses in each teaching treatment (open-
,

closed), we can ascertain which teaching treatment had a

greater perception of feedback and interaction for the

students involved.

Sample Design

The data to test our hypotheses were gathered from intact

groups, where teachers were willing to cooperate of all students

en plied in the ninth grade English classes at East Lansing

High School, East Lansing, Michigan.

Also, n0 att mpt to select the teachers on the basis of

special skills in theatre teaching techniques was considered,

only their overall abilities as classroom teachers. However,

the d gmatism test was administered to the t achers as a means

to determine the dogmatism level among them. All three teachers

were below the median of the student scores.

Furthermore this investigation did n t attempt to use the

cted Indian plays as a literary study of their stylisti or
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aesthetic merits. They were used solely f r the purpose of

focusing on the specific Indian cultural concepts relevant

to the stud nts' better under-tanding of some concep s of life

in India.

Subsequently, the productIon Ipl ys in the classr did

not strive to reach artistic perfection. The function of the

theatre technique was to serve as a means by which the students'

can hop fully earn about life in India by being involved in

dramatized human experienc

Art films were not us d in this study. There are two

reasons for this d cision. The rentsl cost was prohibitive,

and our purpose here is not to determine if student involvement

in Imaginative art films is a more powerful means to effective

learning than student involvement in student produ ed classroom

plays.

However, documentary films were used. Costwise, they were

not prohibitive, and their contents seeraed to be appropriate

as a supplemental reference to the cultural concepts studied in

the Indian plays.

This study was not an exercise in creative dramatics.

All the play scripts were written by professional playwrights.

The students merely used the play scripts as a means to study

the selected cultural- concepts of India by staging the plays

themselv s in the classroom, or to learn about India by reading

and discussing the plays in class.

How the Plays were Produ ed in the Cla

All three Indian plays were-student directed and pr duced

room

in the- ssr om in the open teaching treatment. The tec.cher

served -a a coordinator of the Various playmaking attiviti-s,
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and the production activities were organized into committees.

These committees uere: (1) a Ling committee, (2) staging and

props committee 3) costume committee, (4) make up con ittee,

(5) music and sound effects committe and (6) ritual committee.

The students chose the committees they wanted to serve on;

however, they could not be on just one committee for all the

plays. They could act in all three plays, bat they, also, had

to serve on a committee other than acting. The converse oper-

atod for those who wanted to be on a nonaoting committee, They

had :o act in one play.

A student director was chosen by a consensus vote of the

committees for each play. The assistant director was chosen by

the same method. Heads

method, Heads of each_

withindach committee.

The students worked out a production-reh

of ea

ommit

h committee were chosen by the same

ee were chosen by the s-me.method

arsal schedule for

each play. It was the duty of each committee h ad to see that

his production schedule was met on time. The assistant student

direct was a liaison between the student director and the

comMittee heads. The etudent di ect - supervised the entire

production, including the rehear ing of the cast.

Dress rehearsals were held prior to the production of the

plays. Students'not pre&anting their. playswera the audience

for.-the plaYbeing etaged. Students Trom the closed teaching

treatment were not to sbe theAplays'; however, this control

teohnique may have-been violated

The plays were staged in the confines of each eperimental

teacherTs Classroom. These class eon's had identical physical

environm nts. vated stage was used. The floor at: one.end

30



of the classroom was the stage area, and the audience sat on the

floor in a circle around the stage. This helped to give a more

authentic Indian quality to the plays because this is a fre-

quently usea method of staging plays in India in order to

create a more "intimate" relationship b tween the actors and

the audience.

The ritual effect of having t.e -udience eat Indian food

before the play started was observed. Also, the burning of

incense and the playing of Indian music (religious ragas) was

a part of this ritual.

No specific stage lighting was used, only the indirect

1 ght_Lng of the c)sssroom fixtures. Hopefully this helped to

approximate the effect of sunli ht because plays in India are

frequently stag,ed out-of-doors in the daytime. This would have

been impossible to do here be cause of the winter weather. Also,

we wanted to maintain the classroom environment as an essential

part of the learning process.

Stage props were stylized. They merely suggested a tree

a flower, etc. This was in keeping with the Indian tradition

of staging plays.

The costumes and make up were appropriate to the caste of

the particular character. For example the prostitute in the

play The Priest and the Prostitute was dressed ia pink, a color

symbolic of her rank and oc upation.

Data Collection Proceduxle3

Data f r this study were c llected during the last week of

January and the four (4) weeks of February, 1970 at East Lansing

High School, East Lansing, Michigan and Okemos High School, Okem s,

Minhigan. Also pretest of the data collect.ng questi nnaira
31
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was administ red at Okemos High School, Okemos, Michigan as a

check on response problems, i.e. to determIne if some questions

on the questionnaire were too sophisticated in content to be

comprehended by ninth grade level students to determine if the

word111) of the qu-stions was too sophisticated to be compre-

hended by the students, etc. This was done about six (6) months

prior to the beginning of the actual study. It was administered

to a ninth grade music class so the questionnaire content could

be checked in a classroom setting using an intact group of

students which would clos ly approximate the actual classroom

settinQ used in the stady. Mr. Koehn administered the pretesi;

questionnaire check.

On the first day of the study, all students (experimental

and control) in East Lansing High School Bast Lansing, Michigan

were administered a degmatism questionnaire and pretest ques-

tionnai-- to ascertain the level-of dogthatism of each student and

each students'-knowledg-.level on India.and his affective loehav-

ior toward India at the beginning of the study. The.thr-e:(3)-

experimental teachers mere administered-the dogmatism-ques-

tionnaire :Only as a:Check on.the d-6matism level --among-them.

At the end-of the.study (five (5)-weeks later) a post

test questionnaire-mas administered to all the experimental'

and control students to determine if each student's level of

dogmatism had a relational effect on his amount of knowledge

gain on India and his degree f hange in affective behavior

toward India dependent on his teaching treatment.(open-closed

Also, at the same time (five (5) weeks lat r) an after-

only questionnaire was administered to all the experimental

class aectibns to determine if the manipulation checks on

32



awareness of sensory channels and perception of feedback and

interaction were more distinguishable in the o en or the closed

teaching treatm nts. Furthermore, this questionnaire was used

as a check on contaminating effects among the experimental

class sections.

The after-only questionnaire for tc control class section

t East Lansing Hi h School was admini tered at the sam

(five (5) weeks later) as a check on any contsminating effects

which mi ht occur from outside s urces as well as the exper-

imental class sections.

The same procedure and for the p evi usly stated reasons

was followed for the control group at Okemos High School, Okemos

Michigan except that the after-only cont1221_questionnaire was

administered instead of the after-only experimental questionnaire.

This was done as a check on any c ntaminating eggects which might

oceure from the experimental class sections in the East Lansing

High School.

Data Analysis Procedures

The data, once collected, were coded for computer proces ing.

Student dogmatism S eores were computed by summing the scores on

the twenty (20) items for each student. Students were divided

into high and low dogmatism groups by selecting those above the

medi n for all students as high dogmatics, and those below the

median as low dogmati

Frequency counts were run of the students' scores exper-

imental'and control) on all the questions of the

+leans and standard deviations were computed for

study design.

Once this was done, the da a were c o s-tabuiated to provide

questionnaires.

ach cell of the

33
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the necessary combin tions of data to examine the relation-

ships hypothesized between and within our various predictor nd

criteria v riables. These data provided the basis for hypo-

thesis-testinfz.

Statistical Tests

Analysia of variance was used to test hyp theses two (2

and three (3)' and Chi-square was used to test hypoth sis

one (1). Sign tests also were used to test for the statistic l

significance of the number of persons changing in bile predicted

direction for each of the teaching treatments a d the dogmatism

levels.

After a brief resume of the findings, the data used to test

the three hypotheses will be presented. Briefly, the findings

reveal:

(1) That, ove all, the s udents preferred the open

teaching treat ent to the closed teaching treat-

ment.

(2) No statistically signifIcant differences in knowledge

gain or change in affective behavior were found

between students in the open teaching treatment and

those In the closed teaching treatment. However,

students in both teaching treatn nts showed signi-

ficant gains in knowl dge. They did not show signi-

ficant changes in aff ctive behavior; about as many

became lesa favorable In their beliefs about India ao

became more favorable, and about the same nu- r did

not shift.

Based on kno ledge gain in control classes in East

34
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Lansng High School and Okemos High School,

appears that just studeni . interaction in East

Lansing Hfgh School was an effective means to

knowledge gain. The East Lensing control class

section showed a knowledge gain which was signi-

ficant at the 0.05 level compared to significance

at the 0.01 lavel for kne ledge gain for the East

LansIng experlmentai class sectfons.

However, the Okemos control c±as section showed

essentIally random shifts in knowl dge gain.

Student Preference for Teaching Treatments. The Chi-square

t of data reported in Table 1 b low shows a statistically

significant preference for the open teaching tre tment, regard-

less of the students' level of dogmatism.

Table 1. Preference for open and closed teaching tveatments by
high and low dogmatic students.

Teaching liked
Treatment very
Dogmatism
Level No.

Degree nf Liking or Disliking

1 2 3: i.t.

it liked it liked i _ clid net
much somewhat very like it TOTAL

little
% No. % No. % No* % Nod %

Open High Dog. 9 25 7 17 48..6 4 114 5 14.3 35 loo

Openjlow Dog.. 11 25.6 17 39.5 7 16.3 8 18.6 43 100

010sed:High Dog. 5 8.6 28 48.3 17 29.3 8 13.8 58 100

Closed Low Dog. 3 5 6 21 38.9 16 29.6 14 25..9 54 100

N=196

2x = 19. 13, x2 of 16.92 significant at 0.05 level, df = 9

A further analySis of the Chi-square test of data rev ls
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a statistically significant disliking bv the low dogmatie

students for the c1sed teaching treatment. Table 2 repo

these data,

Table 2. Percentage of students by domatism level who dislike
the teaching treatment in which they participated

Dogmatism Level

Teaching Treatments

Open Closed

High D ge

Low Dog .

14.3

18.6

13.8

25.9

x2 . 4,2498, x2 4 significant at OO5 level, df 1

The data in the cells show the percent who said they did not
like the teaching treatment to which they 4ere exposed.

From the stud nb levels of dogmatism, we can make the

following observation: both the high and the low dogmatic

students preferred the open teaching treatment, 25.7% of the

high do matics and 25.6% of the low dogmatics said "they liked

it very much;" while only 5.6% of the low dogmatics and 8.6% of

the high dogmatics in the closed teaching treatment said, "they

liked it very much." It is noted that a significant proportion

25.9% as shown in Table 2, of the low dogmatic atudents disliked

the closed teaching treatment.

T.nowledge Gain. Overall, the analysis of variance showed

no statistically significant difference in knowledge gain

between the teaching treatments, or between student levels

of dogma ism. Table 3 contaIns these data.

36
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Table 3. Analysio of variance for difference in knowled
gainbetwecn teaching treatments by dogmatism
level and by teacher.

df Sign0

Btn. A 2.882 1 2.882 0.0829 0.774

Btn. B 21.867 2 10.934 0.3145 0.713

Btn. C 56.812 1 56.812 1.6341 0.203

A B 45.191 2 22.595 0.6499 0.523

A C 44.796 1 44.796 1.2885 04258

B 7.845 a 3.923 0.1128 0.893

A B 0 45.225 2._ 22.613 0.650 0.523

Error 6397.211 184 34.767

To:al
.

7-

6674.347 195

A = open versus cl sed teaching trea ents.

B =teacher 1 2, and 3.

= high versus low dogmatism.

In Table L. following, sign tests for all the experimental

groups and the East Lansing control group showed statistially

significant knowledge gains regardless of teaching treatment

or levels of student doqmatism.



Table L. Number of students who changed in krowledge level
by teaching treatment 2nd dogmatism level.

Direction of Chang

Teaching Treatment
Dogmatism Level

In-
creaded

De-
creased

Open High Dog. 33 3

Open Low Dog. 43 1

Closed High Do 56 4

Closed Low Dog. 50 4

E.L. Control High Dog 4 1

E.L. Control Low Dog. ,11 3

Oke. Control High pogo 5

Oke. Control Low Dog. 4

Total 206 27

No
change Total

0

1 45

1 45

0 54

36

1 6

14

1 13

o 8

237

Probability of sbiftP of this magnitude ds beyond 0.001 level.

Change in Affective Behavior. The first measure of

affective behavior was the social distance scale. This scale

measured the studentst reaction to s cial situations in which

they might be personally involved with people from India..

Table 5 shows that by isolating those students who did show

a change in direction we find th t kokeaChts "resistance to

41ange" aspect of high and lov dogmatism may be operating. A

greater numberof high dogmatic .students tended to shift toward

a less favorable view of India, and 4 greater numb r of low dog-

natio students tended to shift toWard a more.fav able view of

India. However, these differ nces did not reach the 0.09 level

of statistl al signigicaneoa.



Table 5 Direction of shift on social distance measure by high
and low dogmatic students.

Dogmatism
Level

Direction Change

Increa Decreased No Ch-nse Total

High Dois. 23 33 41 97

Low Dog. 31 26 42 99

Total
.=
54 59 83 196

Table 6 shows shifts in social distance scores for each

of the dog atism teachinc, groups. Overall, about as many

became less f,v rable, and a larger numberi did not shiCt.

Again no statistically significant diffe pnces in dire tion

change were found.

Table 6. Number of students who changed in affective behavior
by teaching treatment and dogmatism level.

Dire ion f Change

Teaching Treatment In-
Dogmatism Level creased

De-
creased

No
Change Total

Open Hi h Dog..
Open Low. Do

Closed High Dog.
Closed Low Dog.

E.L. Control High DOR.
E.L. Control Low Dog.

Oke. Control High Dog.
Oke, Control Law Dog.

9
13

1
L.

5
0

12
12

21
14

-1

4

1

15
20

26.
22

10

6

36
45

61
54

6
18

13
8

Total 64
--
67 110 241 . 39
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The analysis of variance reported in Table 7 fo lowing

showed no statistically significant difference in change

affective behavior on the soclal distance measure between the

teaching treatments, or the student levels of dogmatism,

Although none of the F valu s reached the 0.05 level the val e

for difference in dogmatism levels approached the 0.05 level.

It was 0 066.

Table 7. Analysis of variance for change on social distance
measure.

df Sign.

Btn, A 1.871 1 1.871 0.671 0.414

Btn. B 5.293 a 2.646 0.9494 0.389

Btn. C 9.529 1 9.529 3.4104 0.066

B 84139 2 4.069 1.4599 0.235

A 0 0.009 1 0.009 0.0034 0.954

B 0 100431 a 20.046 0.3428 0.710

A B c 13.525 2 6.762 2.4260 0.091

Error 5124929 184 .2.787

Total 3,-67.7530 175

A =, open VOTSUS closed-
B = teacher_1,- 24 and 3
C =,bigh.veraus-low dogmatism.

On the semantic differential measure one fs about

India -analysis of variance . revealed no statistically significant

difference :in change :in -.affective behavior loetween teaching-

'treatments, or sto.dent levels of dogmatism. -This is reborted

in Table 8.

aching trea ments.
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Table 8. Analysis of variance for change in affective behavior
,on semantic differential measure one: beliefs about
India.

ss df ms Sign.

Btn. A 40,431 1 409431 0.6914 0.407
Btn, B 28.126 2 14.063 0 2405 0.786
Btn. 0 65 031 1 65,031 1.1121 0.293

A B 51.284 2 25.642 004385 00646

A C 61.5 3 1 61.523 1.0521 0.306

B C 40-093 2 20,046 0.3428 00710

A B C 156.5111 2 78.272 103386 0.265

Error 107590436 184 58(.475

Total 11298.994 195

A = open versus closea teaching treatments.
B = teacher 1,2, and 3.
C high versus low dogmatism

Considering the semantic differential measure two: bell fs

about the Indian Priests the analysis of v riance again shows

no statistically significant difference in change in affective

behavior attributable to teaching treatment, or student 1 vels

f dogmatism found in Table 9.
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Table 9. Ana],ysis of variance for change in affective behavior
on semantic differential measure t o: beliefs about
the Indian priests.

df Sign.

Btn. A 3.109 2 10.933 0.0591 0.806

Btn. B 145.176 2 72.586 1.3794 0.254

Btn. C 4.339 1 4.339 0 0825 0.774

A B 207.328 2 103.664 1.9700 O.14.2

A C 32.376 32.376 0.6153 0.434

B C 46.431 2 23.215 0.4412 0.644

A B C 280975 2 14.487 0.2753 0.760

Error 9682,550 184 52.622

Total 10190.749 195

A = open v,,rsus closed teaching treatments.
B = teacher 1, 2, and 3.
C = High versus low dogmatism.

Manipulation-Chopks

Awareness of Sens _y Channels. In order to determine if the

students perceived the number of sensory channels employed in each

of the two teaching treatments, percentaiges were computed of the

students' responses to an item question on each of the teaching

treatments.. By comparing the percentages of "yes responses for

eaCh sensory channel empl yed in the open and closed teaching

treatments in Table 10, we can see that the manipulation of

the a aren ss of sensory channels Tarlable -ras successful0
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Table 10.- Percentages aud frequency of students reporti;Q: use
of each sensory channel by t aching treatment.

Sensory
Channels

Teaching Treatment

Yes
Open

cif

Closed
Yes

Si ht;' 68 72.3 90 67.6

'Sound 63 66.3 6403

Touch 45 47.8 13.8

Smell 56. 59.5 30 21.1

Taste 57.4 16 12.0

Tonic 38.1 07.6

Total 323 341.5 235 18604

zes column under the closed teaching treatment, the
relatively high percentages for the sensory channels of smell
and taste may be attributed to the closed teaching treatment
students mingling-with the open teaching treatment students
between class breaks to taste the Indian food.and to smell the
incense.

Table 11.shows.the,.students!--degreeof.awarenes 'ofthe-'

number of sensoiv channels employed in each teaching treat.

It can be seen from the percentages that the open teaching

treatment had a higher overall dearee of awareness for the

students involved than those students in the closed teaching

treatment.



Table 11, Percentages and frequency of the students' deEree of
awareness of the number of sensory channels employed
in each teachinse treatMent.

Teachin Treatment

Number of
Sensory Channels
Employed

Open
No. of
channels

checked by
students

Closed
No. of
channels

checked by
students

1 2 02.1 20 14.8

2 2 02.1 55 40.7

3 14 14.8 15 1101

Lj 12.7 8 05.9

5 19 20.2 3 02,Z

6 23 24.3 1 00 7

Total 72 76.3 102 75.4

In olo ed about 55% reported using 1 or 2 channels; while
in open 55% reported uslieg 4, 5, or 6 channels.

Percption of Feedback and Interaction. The effectiveness

of the perception of f edback and interaction manipulation was

asseseed by computing the percentages of tudents' responses

within each experimental group who perceived the experimental

induction. These percentages are reported in treble 12. The

figures in this table indicate thee" by comparing the percentages

in each teaching treatment we can see the manipulatien was

not sueces-ful. About as many students in the closed teaching

treatment indicated a relatively high degree of feedback and

interaction as those in the op n teaching treatments
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Table 12. Percentag and frequency of feeao ck and interacti n
perceived by the students in each teaching treat-
ment.

Que- 12n 14-17

Teaching Treatment

No.

Q.14
Did the teac:er let you
express your views?
1, very often 30
2. fairly often 20
3. not 'very oft 20
4. never 5

No response 19

Total 94

Q.15
Did your classma es let
you express your vlews?
1. very often

. 27
2, fairly often -27
3. not very often 11
4. -never 5

.N0 response 19

Total 89

Q4 16 .

Did you let the teach r
expres 'his op her vie,
1. very often 46
2. fairly often 21
3. -not very often 6
L. never 1

No response 19

Total 93

Did,you let your-01 ssmates
express their views?
1, very often

L1-6
2. fairly often 22
3. not very of
.4. never

No response

Total

2
19

(Open) % No.(Closed) %

31.9 39 29P521.5 5 40.9
21.5 06.2
05.1 4 0300
20,0 27 20,4

100 132 100

30.4
30.4

32
58

24.4
44.2

12.3 14 10.9
05,;16 1 00.7-
21.3 26 19.8

100 131- 100

49p5 71 53.7
22.5 25 18.9
06.5 8 06.3
01.0 2 01.5-
20.5 26 19.6

100 31 100

4904
23.6
04.3
02.03
20.4

52
47
3
3

27

390.3
.35.-6
02.3
02.3
20.5

100 132. 100



Di s cussion

What Aay_li9_Conclude From This Study? As previously stated,

one of the most difficult control asoects of this study was to

try to avoid contamination of treat ent groups due to info 'ziation

flow from the open teaching treat:A.ent to the closed teaching

trea n nt, and vice versac The data indicate that information

fiow through student interaction was an effective c,ni:ributor to

knowledge gain for all the experimental and contr 1 groups in

East Lansing High School. More effective means of isolating the

East Lan- ng experimental and control groups would have been

desirable; however, this was virt ally impossIble in a normal

school operation. The results do demonstrate a hic2h d gree

of student learning through student interaction outs de the

classroom as well as inside the classroona in any 1 trning loroces

One of the a pects of thi- study was to see if selected

cult ral concepts of India could be taught to U.S. students in

a cla sroom learning environment. The data supported this aspe t.

In generals the majority of t1 students increased their know-

le go on India.

Unquestionably the majority of the students, regardless of

their dogmatism levels, including the experimental teachers,

expressed a preference for the open teaching treatment. Stade ts,

in general, seem to prefer a teaching style which offers a wider

range of sensory stimulation, the potential for optimum feedback

and interaction, and personal involvement in draoatized human

experJences. The play production used in the open teaching

treatment provided this wider range of stimulation.

This study revealed no significant relationship lietw en teaching

treatments, and students' knowledge gain an' their change in
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affective behavior toward India for either high or low dognaL,ic

.students. There could be salient reasons fo_ this.

Th Iogmatisrn test may not have accurately tapp d imp r-

tant internal studen.c, variables, i.e0 isolating opinions,

attitudes, and beliefs, etc. which may have been operative. If

this is true, the dogmatism scores may not have been an ac-

curate reflection of relevant individual differences.

Also, as Costin (6) points out, the '1morethanone-kindof-

dogmatismU hypothesis could be relevant here. Doamatism may be

differentjally related to classroom learning, depending on the

particuJar nature of the learner's dogmatism and its relevance

to the kind of learning tasks 1-le pursues. If there is more than

one kind of dogmatism operative h re, a variety of instruments

is required to measure it more accurately.

Conside.,Ing the teaching treatments, perhaps their concep-

tualizations and their inputs of information and manipulative

activities were not of such a n ture as to effectively te t

iniluence of th- v-rying levels of student dogmatism on behavior

change resulting fron these inputs. If more than one kind of

dogmatism was operative the teaching -nputs may have immediately

affected only a certain number of stulents, which were ndt put

into a single category by our meas r s.

Time, also, may be important here. Costin (6) maintains

that over a period of time certain students of varying levels

of dogmatism who showed no change in a-utitude at the conclu Ion

of the ineuction of the information inputs, did show a change in

attitude on the information inputs six m nths later.

Attitudinal effects of messages are frequently delayed (15).

This mi ht be a further explanation f r the lack of more immediate

change in affective behavior by those students who did not shift



on the social distance me sure. The experimental teachers main-

tain this is reasonable. They believe change to be more persistent

over time in the open teaching treatment. The only way wc c uld test

thie speculation would be to reLest all the East Lansing ex:Der-

imental students on the change in affective behavior measures

at a later time.

Another relevant factor might be the relative restrictiv

unrestrictive nature of the two teaching tr atment. Student

comnents attest to the fact that several students in the closed

teaching treatment considered it "deadly" and "boring"; while

several students in the open teaching treatment considered it

"too fast moving to be able to adjust to what was going on.

check of their dogmatism scores showed a random spread of high

and low degmatism Levels in each teaching treatment. Therefore

we can only speculate that other individual differenc e are

operative here i.e. intelligence leveld of the students, etc.

which could have affected their reactions.

These students in both teaching treatments may have put up

defense mechanisms (12 ). They could have 'turned off" rather

than -becoming involved in the content of the learning process. By

doing this, their desire to learn about Indian cultural cencepts'

diminished because they may have considered the learning acti-

vities to be r latively unimportant to reduce the possible hi h

degree of frustration over the experimental tasks.

Janis and Mann (11) tried to show that persons who actively

verbalize the content of messages in a role-playing situation

will demonstrate greater attitude change in -the direction of the

messages than those mho only passively listen to them. This

prediction was not supported in this study. The -semantic differ-
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e tial measure number two: beliefs about Indian priests showed

no statisti 'lly siP-nif cant difference between the teachino.

treatment .

We can only speculate here. It may be that any kind of

verbalizations whether question and answ r (closed teaching

treatment) or role-playine, oen teachinp eat) induces

ego-involvement and change. Perhaps change in the closed

teaching treatment might be produced by tie students' vicarious

involvement with the characters in the plays; whereas, change

in the open teaching treatment might be produ ed by the studen

active inv Dv ment with the aracters.

Again the tilne factor could he relevcnt here. If attitudinal

effects of messages are frequently delayed we might reason

that the students' more per Jnal inv lveme t with the characters

throupla role-playing activitic might make change more p sis-

tent for then over time. This can only be d termined by retesting

all the experimental groups in East Lansing at a later time. The

same rati nale might be .,pp ied to the semantic differential

number one: beliefs about India.

Considering the manipulation checks students in the

open t aching treatment repurted using more sensory channels

than did students in the ciosed treatment. The data supported our

contention that piarcnakirig activities bring into operation a

greater number of sense organs for varied sensory stimularion

for the participants involved.

ho ever the data showed that the mani,oulation check on

student perception of feedback and interaction was relatively

the same for both teaching treatments. We might speculate that

this may be due to the overall nature of the established teaching
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:practices of the experimental teachers. In a questioning session

with them by the researcher, t_ v said that they encourae in their

regular classes a free exchange of feeaoack and interaction ,-mong

the studen';s and themselves. This could have presensitized

students to this oceration 1 m de of learning and made it

difficult to establish the more restrict3ve interaction style

which was sought for in the closed teaching treatment.

What Are the Implications From This Study? both treatments

produced significant knowledge gain; hp ever, student prof rence

for the open teaching treatment sugges it In y be a re

effective teaching style.

It seems plausible that the open teaching treatmenQ may be

effectively used with several disciplines; such as English and

American literature, history, ciology, psycholbgy0 or any

subje t area which has as its content the behavioral nature of

man and his social and cultural environment.

Perhaps the open teaching treatment would be more appli able

in most schools because of its overall student-teacher preferenc

nevertheless, the closed teaching treatment might be preferred

in schools of a relatively conventionally structu -d learning

environment, and wheie the goal is to cover a large am u_t of

ntent quickly.

Even though this study revealed no statistically Significant

diff rencelin knowi-dge gain and change in affe tive behavior

toward India between the two teaching treatments and the student

levels .of dogmatism It should be replicated in various schools

with students f different,socio-economic backgrounds i.e. an

urban school a rural school, an inner city school etc. HoDefully

th:10 would give a more represetative-sampling of students with
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belief-disbelief systems of varyi g degrees than was oossibie in

the Present study.

A way to more effecti ely control contamination effects would

be to replicate each teaching treatment sep- ately in different

schools, vith efforts to eeeate the students in the different

schools on th dimensions being studied.

The persistence of attitudinal effects of messages over time

needs to be tested more ext nsively. A way to test this variable

would be to use the open teachine treatment (this .hoice is based

on stUdent-teacher prefere nec for it) for a period ef,sayl three

the. This would allew the etudents to participate extensively

in verbalized role-playine experie ces

Attitude theory maintains that the more actively an indi-

vidual invelves himself in the role he is playing he ehould

acquire more of the attributes of that role. Now if these attri-

butes persist ever time, significant behavioral change might

result from this teaching approach.

Another st dy in this area would be to -ee if the professional

productions of the Indian plays have a greater effect on student

learning and change in affective beh vior than the amateur student

productions of them. This would be carried out in a cla s ooze

setting.

In the pr fessional produ tion , the students would view the

Indian plays; whereas, in the amateur productions the students

would actively participate in plafmaking activities. This approach

would test Dale's (7) claim theu both playseeing and playmaking

are effective means to student learnine and we may be able to

determine which approach, if either approach/ is more effective

in producing this learning and attitade ehanee.
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The title of the play literally means a saint and a

concubine ol a higher order. It has a delightful theme:

the cxohane of their souls so they oan momentarily 1.,ze

the life and the views of each other until they are re-

stored again to their erl 1,2 selves.

The soul trar fo ,14 Mon offers the play Jright opportun-

ities.to discuss varlo views on love, reliGlen, iltelleot-

ual enlightenment, spiritual meditation, sensuality, and

the social 5. titutions appropriate to the ancient Indian

aristocratic society from the point of view of a Brahmin

priest and a lower c .te courtesan-concubine.
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